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Abstract

In a certain unfavourable environment, a single DNA molecule undergoes a conformational transition from an expanded coil state to a
collapsed form. Here, this transition is induced by poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) in a solvent mixture composed of an aqueous salt buffer and
methanol. A theoretical description is presented in terms of the free energy of mixing DNA, PEG, and solvent, the elastic part of the free
energy for DNA chains, and the translational entropy of the low molecular ions. Further effects taken into account are DNA–counterion
binding and solvent quality. The theoretical predictions are: (1) The transition between the coil and the collapsed state is discontinuous. There
exists a coexistence region where both states coexist side by side, but its width is very small. (2) The collapse takes place at a certain critical
PEG concentrationcPEG;c. The value of this PEG-concentration depends on the degree of PEG polymerisation,Pw;PEG, the molar fraction,
xmethanol, of methanol, and on the concentration,csalt, of the added salt. For given values ofxmethanolandcsalt, cPEG;c decreases with increasing
Pw;PEG. That is, it is easier to induce the DNA collapse with PEG of high molar mass than with PEG of low molar mass. If bothPw;PEG andcsalt

are constant,cPEG;c increases as the methanol concentration decreases. This means that addition of methanol promotes DNA condensation. If
finally Pw;PEG andxmethanolare chosen constant,cPEG;c decreases ascsalt increases. Thus we can say, the collapsed DNA state is the more stabile
the higher arePw;PEG, xmethanolas well ascsalt. That is, these three parameters act synergistically. (3) Theory gives some information about the
DNA-molecule size. While in the coil state the expansion factor,a, is of the order of 1.8–2.4, it is of the order of 0.3 in the compact state. Results
of measurements presented in the companion paper affirm these results.q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An individual DNA chain possesses the conformation of
an elongated coil if it is freely dissolved in an aqueous salt
solution. However, this is not the only conformation of a
DNA-molecule. In biological cells DNA is packed into
ordered structures with distinct morphology. For instance,
in eukaryotes [1] DNA is folded 6–7-fold in comparison to
the state where DNA is free, 60mm of DNA must be
compacted 600-fold to fit a virion of T2 or T4 bacterio-
phages [2] whose largest dimensions are 0.10mm. Still
more imposing is human diploid DNA. There 1.5 m of
DNA must be compacted nearly 75 000-fold to fit into a
nucleus.

This DNA compacting or condensation is a collective
effect caused by mutual attraction of DNA-monomers. A
major role play electrostatic forces. Binding of cationic

compounds to DNA reduces the repulsion between the
double-helical segments and produces a DNA-collapse in
vitro. Model systems studied in several laboratories include
synthetic polypeptides plus salt [3–5], polyamines [6], tran-
sition-metal ions plus polylysine [7], histones H1 [8], and
organic solvents plus salt [9,10]. In most cases, well orga-
nised DNA toruses are produced, but the agents added must
not necessary be charged. A DNA condenses also to a
compact, relatively dense state in systems that contain
neutral low molar mass polymers, such as poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) [11,12] or poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)
[13]. This suggests that DNA-condensation is governed in
some measure by DNA–polymer excluded volume interac-
tions. Further, it seems that DNA by itself can bend to form
beaded structures with dimensions similar to nuclesome
dimensions. Griffith [14] described such structures in
DNA carefully isolated from prokaryotic cells. It is there-
fore proposed that the intrinsic properties of the DNA itself
govern compacting in vivo.
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A deeper understanding of this mature is obtained by
studying the problem theoretically. First, it seems that the
most unfavourable factor opposing DNA condensation is
the electrostatic repulsion between DNA phosphates.
Thus, there must be a free energy which counterbalances
these forces. A possibility is a binding of cationic
compounds such as polyamines to DNA. Unfortunately,
this assumption is not strictly valid. Porschke [15,16] has
shown that the binding of polyamines to DNA and the
condensation of DNA–polyamine complexes are inde-
pendent phenomena. That is, DNA-condensation cannot
originate solely from the binding of multivalent cations. It
is more likely, that cation binding decreases the repulsive
forces and enhances simultaneously some attractive forces.
A possible origin for these attractive forces are correlated
fluctuations of bound cations as proposed by Oosawa [17]. It
is also instructive to follow the ritual of Manning [18–20].
He postulates that the axis of the DNA double helix
becomes spontaneously curved when the DNA reached a
certain critical degree of neutralisation. The result can be
a smooth bending, but also sharp bends spaced at regular
intervals. That is, there are essentially three main energetic
contributions to DNA condensation, namely charge
neutralisation, DNA-bending, and correlated cation
fluctuations.

Several theoretical attempts to describe these effects
exist. Essentially, three lines can be distinguished: (1) the
virial coefficient concept [21–25]; (2) the idea of Houssier
[26]; and (3) the idea to connect the problem with the theory
of the collapse of polyelectrolyte networks. The virial coef-
ficient concept was first introduced by Zimm [21] and later
extended by Grosberg [24]. The fundamental quantity is the
free energy,DF, for the mixing of an isolated DNA chain
with solvent and PEG molecules. According to Zimm the
solvent and the PEG molecules build a unit or a continuum,
respectively. The poorer the solubility force of this
continuum the smaller is the DNA expansion coeffi-
cient, a �, R2 .1=2

z = , R2 .1=2
z;u , where , R2 .1=2

z and
, R2 .1=2

z;u are thez-average DNA radii of gyration in the
continuum and under theta-conditions. The DNA equili-
brium configuration is determined by the minimum ofDF
with respect toa at a given Flory–Huggins parameter,x,
describing the interaction between the DNA and the conti-
nuum. The collapse takes place whenDF changes from a
value ofa < 1 to a value ofa much less than one. To find
this pointDF must be expanded into a virial series up to the
third virial coefficient. Similarly, Grosberg works with the
chemical potentials of PEG and DNA links, where at the
equilibrium state the PEG chemical potential inside a DNA
domain is equal to that outside the domain. The calculation
procedure is a mixture of virial series developments and
scaling theory. It explains among others the fact of DNA-
condensation, the presence of a critical PEG-concentration,
cPEG;c, and the dependence of the point of collapse on the
degree of PEG-polymerisation. Unfortunately, the predic-
tions are only qualitative. Effects such as chain flexibility

or salt–polyion interactions are neglected or taken into
account in a somewhat dubious way.

The second theoretical concept is that of Marquet and
Houssier [26]. It is an estimation of the main free energies
that contribute to DNA condensation. They are: (i) DNA
bending; (ii) entropy of DNA segment mobility; (iii) repul-
sion between neighbourly charged DNA segments; and (iv)
attraction forces between DNA segments due to correlated
counterion fluctuations. If the sum of all these energies is
negative a DNA-molecule can collapse, but if it is positive it
can not. The results are that: (a) DNA condensation takes
place spontaneously in the presence of tri- and tetra-valent
cations; (b) condensation is possible for divalent cations, but
only if the solvent is a mixture of water and an organic
solvent such as methanol; and (c) condensation takes not
place at all when the counterions are univalent.

The advantage of this method is that it takes into account
nearly all relevant energy contributions and that one arrives
relatively quickly to the answer of whether a polyion can
collapse or not. The disadvantage is that it is very difficult, if
not impossible, to determine exactly the point at which the
transition should occur.

The third theoretical model was developed by Vasilevs-
kaya et al. [27–29]. It may be the most interesting one,
because while the virial coefficient concept was developed
in analogy to the theory of the coil–globule transition for
solutions of neutral polymers, this approach takes explicitly
into account the fact that DNA coils are polyelectrolyte
chains. Beside the difference in PEG concentration inside
the DNA coils and that in the outside solution, additionally
the theoretical analysis involves the Donnan equilibrium for
the added salt between the interior and the exterior domain.
Unfortunately, the mathematical formalism is rather
complicated as a result of the fact that the physicochemical
equations can be solved only numerically. However, the
great advantage of this approach is that it is possible to
compute absolute values for the critical PEG-concentration,
cPEG;c, both as a function of the degree of PEG-polymerisa-
tion, Pw;PEG, as well as a function of the salt concentration,
csalt. The predictions obtained are really good. They agree
quite well with the experimental results.

In this paper, we study the collapse of a DNA-molecule
that is dissolved in a PEG–low molecular salt solution,
where the solvent is not pure water, but a mixture of
water and methanol. We present the equations for the free
energy describing the equilibrium state and we compute the
physical conditions for the state at which the DNA
collapses. There are several parameters that must be varied,
this is a laborious work. They are, among others, the total
PEG-concentration,ctotal

PEG, the degree of PEG-polymerisa-
tion, Pw;PEG, the total concentration,csalt, of the added low
molecular salt, and the molar fraction,xmethanol, of methanol
in the solvent mixture. The theoretical concept used, follows
with some minor alterations the line of Vasilevskaya et al..
However, (1) we use a slightly different notation. This is
necessary in order to make the thematic didactically more
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easier understandable and to remain in line with the notation
used in our other papers; (2) Vasilevskaya works with the
Gaussian-distribution for the end to end chain distances.
Instead of we use the more general Langevin-distribution,
taking into account that a DNA-molecule cannot be
stretched infinitely in length; (3) the effect of counterion
binding is involved; and (4) we use a solvent mixture of
water and methanol, while Vasilevskaya works with pure
water.

We do not present any experiments as this is done in the
companion paper where we also present a comparison
between the theory and experiment.

2. Theory

We start our study with the model presented in Fig. 1. The
solution contains DNA-macromolecules, linear flexible
PEG-molecules, and a low-molecular salt which is
dissolved in a mixture of water and methanol. A DNA-
molecule is a polyion chain, possessing a relatively large
persistence length. It occupies a volume domain,Vdom,
which is so large that the much smaller PEG-molecules
can penetrate inside. The solution containsnDNA DNA-
molecules. We call the region of domains occupied by the
DNA-molecules the inner domains. The remaining volume
of the solution is free of DNA and constitutes the outer
domain. Additionally, we assume that the solution is dilute,
i.e. there is no DNA-domain overlapping and there are no
intermolecular DNA-interactions.

The notation for this model is as follows: We consider

1023 m3 of solution. In this volume arenDNA DNA-mole-
cules of molar massMw;DNA. lDNA is the distance between
two base pairs,dDNA the DNA-diameter, andvsp;DNA the
partial specific DNA volume. The volume of a DNA-repeat
unit is then

Vrepeat;DNA � p dDNA =2
ÿ �2lDNA �1�

With [30] lDNA � 3:4·10210 m and Mw;DNA � 2:2·103

kg/mol we findVrepeat;DNA � 1:07·10227 m3. The shape of
a DNA-domain is very similar to that of a cylinder or an
ellipsoid. However, to describe these geometric structures,
two or three length parameters, respectively, are necessary.
Unfortunately, these lengths are not known a priori. There-
fore, we make a simplification. We describe the real DNA
domains by spheres having the same volume as the real
domains. This is an oversimplification, but it can be
shown that the calculations that follow depend predomi-
nately on the DNA-domain volume and only marginally
on the DNA domain shape.

The volume of such an equivalent sphere is

Vdom� 4p
3

, R2 .3=2
z;DNA� 4p

3
a3 , R2 .3=2

z;u;DNA �2�

where , R2 .1=2
z;DNA and , R2 .1=2

z;u;DNA are thez-average
DNA radii of gyration at the actual state and under theta-
conditions. a ;, R2 .1=2

z;DNA = , R2 .1=2
z;u;DNA is the so-

called expansion coefficient. Its value depends among
other parameters on the solvent composition, the salt
concentration, and the PEG-concentration. The most impor-
tant parameter is the volume fraction,fin

DNA, of the DNA in
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a DNA-domain surrounded by a number of PEG-molecules: (a) the DNA-molecule is in its expanded coil state; and (b) the DNA-molecule is
collapsed.



the inner domains. We have:

fin
DNA ;

eigenvolume of a DNA-molecule
Vdom

� Pw;DNAVmono;DNA

Vdom
� 1

a3

3LDNAd2
DNA

16 , R2 .3=2
z;u;DNA

�3�

wherePw;DNA is the degree of DNA-polymerisation.
Eq. (3) can be recalculated into the DNA-concentration,

cDNA, by

cin
DNA � fin

DNA4Mw;DNA

p�dDNA�2LDNANA
�4�

with LDNA the DNA contour length andNA the Avogadro-
number.

There are nin
PEG PEG-molecules in the inner DNA

domains.Mw;PEG is their molar mass,Pw;PEG their degree
of polymerisation,lPEG their repeat unit length, anddPEG the
PEG repeat unit diameter. Thus, the PEG volume fraction,
fin

PEG, in the inner DNA domains is

fin
PEG� �n

in
PEG·1023m3�Pw;PEGp�dPEG=2�2lPEG

4p=3� �a3 , R2 .z;u;DNA
�5�

Recalculation into the concentration gives

cin
PEG� fin

PEG4Mmono;PEG

p�dPEG�2lPEGNA
�6�

whereMrepeat;PEG is the PEG repeat unit molar mass [31]
(Mrepeat;PEG� 44:05·1023 kg/mol).

Finally, we need to establish the solvent volume fraction,
fin

solvent, in the inner domains. It is simply obtained by the
law of conservation for the number of particles. We find

fin
solvent� 1 2 fin

DNA 2 fin
PEG �7�

Similarly, we calculate the volume fraction for the outer
domain. Obviously, we have 12 nDNAVdom. SincenDNA is
the number of DNA-molecules per 1023 m3 and Vdom a
volume, this quantity is dimensionless. Totally, there are
nPEG PEG-molecules in 1023 m3 solution. nout

PEG of these
molecules are in the outer domain andnin

PEG molecules are
in the inner DNA domains. Thus, we find

nout
PEG� nPEG 2 nDNA·1023 m3·nin

PEG �8�
The corresponding volume fraction is

fout
PEG� nout

PEGPw;PEGp dPEG=2
ÿ �2lPEG

1 2 nDNAVdom
�9�

so that the concentration becomes

cout
PEG� nout

PEG
Mw;PEG

NA

� �
1

1 2 nDNAVdom
�10�

Inside the outer domain are no DNA-molecules. Therefore,
fout

DNA is zero and the solvent volume fraction is

fout
solvent� 1 2 fout

PEG �11�

Next, we divide the solution volume into a number,Ntotal,
of lattice cells of equal sizeVcell. Since our reference
volume is 1023 m3 it follows

Ntotal � 1023 m3
=Vcell � Nout

total 1 nDNA·1023 m3·Nin
total �12�

where Nin
total and Nout

total are the number of cells per DNA-
domain inside the inner DNA domains and the outer
domain, respectively. In detail we have

Nin
total � Vdom=Vcell �13�

Nout
total � 1 2 nDNA·1023 m3·Vdom

� �
=Vcell �14�

NDNA � nDNA·1023 m3·Nin
total·f

in
DNA �15�

NPEG� nDNA·1023 m3·Nin
total·f

in
PEG 1 Nout

total·f
out
PEG �16�

Nsolvent� Nin
total·nDNA·fin

solvent1 Nout
total·f

out
solvent �17�

Here,NDNA, NPEG, andNsolvent are the number of cells that
are occupied with DNA-segments, PEG-segments, and
solvent-molecule segments, respectively.

The central part of the theory are the free energies. We
have three terms: (1) the free energy of mixing the polymers
together with the solvent; (2) the elastic part of the energy
for the DNA chains; and (3) the translational free energy of
the salt ions. Of course there are further energies which
could be taken into account. For instance, there are electro-
static interactions between the charged species, conforma-
tional contributions of the PEG-molecules, or polymer–
solvent selective adsorption effects to name only a few.
We neglect these contributions because: (1) the solution is
assumed to be diluted (thus intermolecular DNA interac-
tions can be neglected); and (2) theoretical calculations
[43] and experimental results [44,45] show that these ener-
gies are comparatively small with respect to the main contri-
butions.

The expression for the free energy of mixing the solution
is easily obtained by the Flory–Huggins approach [32]. This
is a very simplified model, but it is the most familiar concept
in polymer physics. Here, we have two energies of mixing,
Fin

mix and Fout
mix, one for the inner domains and one for the

outer domain. The results can be written down as

Fin
mix � kBT nin

PEGln fin
PEG

� �
1 nin

solventln fin
solvent

� �h
1 xin

DSf
in
DNAnin

solventPs 1 xin
DPf

in
DNAnin

PEGPw;PEG

1xin
PSf

in
PEGnin

solventPs

i
�18�

and

Fout
mix � kBT xout

PSf
out
PEGnout

solventPs 1 nout
PEGln fout

PEG

ÿ ��
1nout

solventln fout
solvent

ÿ �� �19�
where xi

PS, x
i
DP, and xi

DS (with i � inner, outer) are the
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Flory–Huggins interaction parameters between PEG and
solvent, DNA and PEG, and DNA and solvent, respectively.
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature,
andPs the number of solvent molecule segments in a lattice
cell. It should be pointed out that a solvent segment is
defined so that it contains as much solvent molecules that
it is as large as a DNA-segment.

The absolute values ofxi
PS andxi

DS depend on the solvent
composition and the temperature. We can calculate them by
the empirical relation of Kok and Rudin [33]. According to
these authors we have

xi
jS � 1

2
2

3:24 h
� �i

jS2 h
� �i

j;u

� �
Mw;j 1 1 0:81cj h

� �i
jS2 h

� �i
j;u

� �h i d2
j Vmol;solvent

�20�
where h

� �i
jS is the viscosity number of the polymerj

dissolved in the solventS, h
� �i

j;u the viscosity number
under theta-conditions,Mw;j the weight average molar
mass of polymerj, dj the polymer density,cj the polymer
concentration (unit: 103 kg/cm3), andVmol;solvent the molar
volume of the solvent (unit: 1026 m3). For a mixture of

water and methanol [34] atT � 258C we find

Vmol;water=methanol

� 18:1 1 0:172wmeth 1 7:6·1025w2
meth 1 4:7·1026w3

meth

h i
·1026m3

�21�
with

wmeth� 0:10953xmeth 2 2:66431·1025x2
meth

1 6:15045·1028x3
meth �22�

wherewmethandxmethare the weight percent and the concen-
tration of methanol in kg/m3.

A problem is the Flory–Huggins parameterxDP. Accord-
ing to literature [29],xDP is 0.54 and constant, but it is more
likely to assume that it depends on the degree of PEG-poly-
merisation.

The second energy contribution is the elastic free energy,
Felas, of a DNA chain. We have two possibilities to calculate
it. First we can assume the DNA-chains are infinitely long
and second we can state they are finitely long. In the first
case we have to work with the Gaussian-segment distribu-
tion. The result is the well-known Flory expression [35]

Felas� kBT ln a3
� �

1 1:5 12 a2
� �h i

�23�
However, the second case is the more realistic one. The real
distribution is a Langevin-distribution [36]:

w ~r
ÿ �

Langevindr � Nkexp
Zrm

0
L21 r=rm

ÿ �
dr=l

� �
4pr2dr �24�

where L21 is the inverse Langevin-function,r the actual
length of the polymer chain,rm its maximal length, i.e. its
contour length, andNk the normalisation constant. To obtain
Nk the integralZ

V
w�~r�LangevindV � 1 �25�

must be solved. This can be done only numerically where
w ~r
ÿ �

Langevinhas to be expanded into a series. As a conse-
quence, the absolute value ofNk depends on the number
of terms used in this series. We restrain ourselves to the
first three terms, the result then obtained is

Nk·4pr3
m

Z1

0
x2exp 2

3
2

nseg x2 1
3
10

x4 1
33
175

x6
� �� �

dx� 1

�26�
with x ; r=rm andnseg the number of segments per chain.

This integral can be computed by Maple [46], a program
whose name can be derived from some combination of the
letters in the phrase ’Mathematical manipulation language‘,
but in fact it is simply chosen as a name with a Canadian
identity.

A typical result is shown in Fig. 2, whereNkpr2
m is plotted
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Fig. 2. The normalisation constant,Nk, as a function of the number of
segments per chain.

Fig. 3. The reduced elastic free energy,Felas=kBT, as a function of the
expansion coefficient,a, and the number of segments per chainnseg.



versusnseg. It can be quite well described by the function

Nk nseg

� �
� 1

4pr3
m

111:6821 4:14616n3=2
seg

� �
�27�

with nseg [ 10; 10000� �. Next, we transformw ~r
ÿ �

Langevin
into spherical coordinates and after that we follow the
procedure described by Treloar [37] to computeFelas.
Thereby we assume thata � ax � ay � az, i.e. that the
expansion of the DNA chain is uniformly in all directions.
Then the final result is

Felas� kBT

 
Nk4pr3

m

!
1
a3

Z1

0
x2exp

(
2

3
2

nseg

"
x2 1

a2

1 x4 3
10a4 1 x6 33

175a6

#)
z

"
ln

 
a3

!

1

 
3
2

nseg

"
x2

 
1
a2 2 1

!
1 x4

 
3
10

! 
1
a4 2 1

!

1 x6

 
33
175

! 
1
a6 2 1

!#!#
dx �28�

A view on this formula shows that the system parameters
xmethanol, Pw;PEG, and csalt are not explicitly present. They
influence the DNA-persistence length and thus they are
embodied in the number of segmentsnseg.

Fig. 3 shows a three-dimensional plot ofFelas=kBT as a
function of nseg anda. The most striking appearance is a
furrow. This furrow separates the region that can be suffi-
ciently well described by the Gaussian approximation from
the region where the Langevin-distribution should be
applied.

Finally, we come to the expressions for the translational
entropies of the small ions. First, we consider the inner
domains. There are two counterions per DNA base-pair.
That is, each DNA-molecule can set freeQ� 2·Pw;DNA

counterions, but not all of these counterions are free.
Some counterions are territorially bound. According to
Manning [38] the average degree of counterion binding is

uz � 1
z

1 2 z=j� �� � �29�

with z the counterion valence andj � e2
= 4p101kBTl0
ÿ �

the
charge density parameter. Here,z is 1, l0 � 1:7·10210m, and
for the dielectric constant of the solvent it holds [34].

1 � 80:6 2 48:5·
wmethanol

100
�30�

The salt added is of the sto¨chiometry vc : vb, and its
concentration inside the inner domains iscin

salt. That is,
totally we haveNin

c;DNA � 1 2 uz

ÿ �
Q counterions that come

from the DNA,Nin
c;salt� vcc

in
saltNAVdom counterions that are

from the added salt, andNin
b;salt� vbcin

s;saltNAVdom byions.

The entropy of mixing is defined as

DSmix � 2kB ln
n1

ntotal

� �
1 ln

n2

ntotal

� �� �
�31�

with n1, n2, andntotal the number of positive, negative, and
ions totally present. Thus, we have

DSin
mix � 2kB

Vdom

Vcell

(" 
1 2 uz

!
Q

fDNA

Pw;DNA
1 vbcin

saltNA

#

� ln

" 
1 2 uz

!
Q

fDNA

Pw;DNA

#
1 vbcin

saltNAVcell

1 vcc
in
saltNA ln

"
vcc

in
saltNAVcell

#)
�32�

so that the free energy becomes

Fin
trans� kBT

Vdom

Vcell

(" 
1 2 uz

!
Q

fDNA

Pw;DNA
1 vbcin

saltNA

#

� ln

" 
1 2 uz

!
Q

fDNA

Pw;DNA
1 vbcin

saltNAVcell

#

1 vcc
in
saltNA ln

"
vcc

in
saltNAVcell

#)
�33�

At this point it should be noted thatfDNAVdom=�VcellPw;DNA�
is unity.

Analogously, we can describe the outer domain. Ifcout
salt is

the salt concentration in the outer domain it holds

Nout
c � vcc

out
saltNA 1 2 nDNAVdom

ÿ �
·1023m3 �34�

Nout
b � vbcout

saltNA 1 2 nDNAVdom

ÿ �
·1023m3 �35�

where Nout
c and Nout

b are the number of counterions and
byions in the outer domain, respectively. The total salt
concentration is

csalt� 1 2 nDNAVdom

ÿ �
cout

salt 1 nDNAVdomcin
salt �36�

Thus, by combination of these equations we can recalculate
cin

salt into cout
salt or vice versa.

For the translational free energy of the outer domain we
have

Fout
trans� kBT

Vcell
1 2 nDNAVdom

ÿ �
·1023m3· 2vcc

out
saltNAVcell

�
� ln vcc

out
saltNAVcell

� �	 �37�
where the parametervcis lacking because for NaCl it holds
vc � vb � 1.

Eqs. (33) and (37) depend directly on the salt concentra-
tion employed, csalt, and indirectly on the dielectric
constant,1, of the solvent, but there is no influence of the
degree of PEG-polymerisationPw;PEG.

It is important to comment the quantities and parameters
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involved in the above equations.csalt, cPEG, Pw;PEG, and
xmethanol are presented by the experimenter. They become
systematically varied. Also no problem is the DNA-concen-
tration, cDNA, determining the numbernDNA of DNA-
domains per 1023 m3. As long as the solution is dilute,
nDNAVdomkk1, so that in principle we consider a single
DNA-molecule.

In conclusion, there remain only three quantities that are
unknown a priori. They are the salt concentration,cin

salt,
inside the inner domains, the number,nin

PEG, of PEG-mole-
cules in the inner domains, and the expansion coefficient,a,
of a DNA-coil. All other quantities are constants or para-
meters that can be calculated or derived from literature data.

Our task is now to compute the critical PEG-concentra-
tion at which the DNA collapses. For this purpose we need
three equations. They are the following equilibrium condi-
tions:

• (1) We have the free energies

Fin � F in
mix 1 Felas1 Fin

trans �38�

and

Fout � Fout
mix 1 Fout

trans �39�
From these we calculate the chemical potentialsmi �
2F=2Ni ui±j;V;T: of the PEG-molecules and the salt. At
the equilibrium state it holdsmin

PEG� mout
PEG andmin

salt�
mout

salt so that

2 F in
mix=�nDNAVdom�

� �
2fin

PEG

� 2 Fout
mix= 1 2 nDNAVdom

ÿ �ÿ �
2fout

PEG
�40�

and

2 F in
trans=�nDNAVdom�

� �
2cin

salt

� 2 Fout
trans= 1 2 nDNAVdom

ÿ �ÿ �
2cout

salt
�41�

• (2) The osmotic pressure,P, is defined as

P �
X

i

2 F=V� �
2fi

ui±j;V;T:·fi 2
F
V

�42�

For the inner domains we find

Pin �
2 Fin

mix=�nDNAVdom�
� �

2fin
DNA

fin
DNA 1

2 Fin
mix=Vdom

� �
2fin

PEG

fin
PEG

1
2 Fin

trans=nDNAVdom

� �
2cin

salt

cin
salt 2

Fin
total

nDNAVdom
�43�

and for the outer domains it holds

Pout �
2

Fout
mix

1 2 nDNAVdom

 !
2fout

PEG
fout

PEG

1

2
Fout

trans

1 2 nDNAVdom

 !
2cout

salt
cout

salt 2
Fout

total

1 2 nDNAVdom

�44�
At the equilibrium state both pressures are equal, i.e.
Pin � Pout.

Eqs (40) and (41), andPin � Pout build a system of three
equations. This system can be solved and used to determine
the three unknown parametersa, nin

PEG, andcin
salt. Obviously,

this cannot be done analytically, but numerically. The
program used is again ’Maple‘.

3. Results and Discussion

The calculation procedure is as follows. First, we solve
Eq. (40) numerically for a number of values ofcsalt, Pw;PEG,
cDNA, and cPEG. The output is a relationship between the
DNA-expansion coefficient,a, and the number of PEG-
molecules,nin

PEG, inside the inner domains. Fig. 4 shows a
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Fig. 4. The number of PEG-molecules,nin
PEG, inside the inner domains

versus the expansion coefficienta.

Fig. 5. Salt concentration,cin
salt, inside the inner domains versus the expan-

sion coefficient,a, wherePw;PEG� 182,cPEG� 50 kg/m3, xmethanol� 0 kg/
m3, csalt� 0:5 M, T� 258C, a� 234.60,b� 259.14,c� 2 474.97,d�
436.01,f � 2 145.30, andg � 16.42.



typical result. There,cPEG is 50 kg/m3, xmethanol is 0 kg/
m3,Pw;PEG � 182, andcsalt� 0:5 M. The curve obtained
can be well described by the polynomial fit

nin
PEG� a 1 ba 1 ca2 1 da3 �45�

where the coefficientsa, b, c and d are2 17.85, 2 85.31,
30.89 and 73832.5. It should be pointed out that these values
are dependent on the interval chosen fora. For certaina-
values nin

PEG becomes negative or complex. Suchnin
PEG-

values are unphysical and thus it is important to specify
thea-region for which thenin

PEG are physically reasonable.
Here, thisa-regime is 0:36 # a # 1:92.

The second calculation step is the determination of the
salt concentration,cin

salt, inside the inner domains. It is found
by solving Eq. (41). Again the result can be quite well fitted
by a polynom. Fig. 5 shows an example.

The last step is the computation ofa. For this purpose we
insertnin

PEG�a� andcin
salt�a� into the conditionPin � Pout and

then we varya as long as this condition is realised. Fig. 6
shows a typical result. We find three solutions fora, a
fact also reported by Vasilevskaya et al. [29], but not all
of these threea-values are physically reasonable. Here
we get the solutions a1 � 0:38, a2 � 1:88, and

a3 � 2:48, but a3 lies outside the definition region of
a. At a3, the nin

PEG-value becomes negative, so thata3

is unphysical. That is, there remain only twoa-values,
a1 anda2, wherea1 describes the collapsed state anda2

the coil state. That means, in this special case we have two
DNA-conformations present simultaneously, but this is not
generally the case. Mostly, we obtain only one solution for
a, i.e. one DNA-conformation, either the coil or the globule
state.

A more illustrative interpretation can be given as follows.
We distinguish three cases: (1) Aa-value of the order of 1 or
larger predicts a good compatibility between the PEG and
DNA-molecules. PEG-molecules can, practically, freely
penetrate inside a DNA-domain. The DNA has a swollen
coil conformation and, therefore, the PEG-concentration
within the DNA-domain is nearly as large as in the outer
domain. (2)a is much smaller than 1. Then the DNA is in its
condensed state, and we have practically a perfect segrega-
tion between the DNA and the PEG-molecules. (3) We have
two a-values, i.e. we are in the transition or coexistence
region. Two DNA-conformations coexist side by side,
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Fig. 6. Free energy versus the expansion coefficient,a, wherePw;PEG�
182; cPEG� 50 kg/m3, csalt� 0:5 M, xmethanol� 0 kg/m3 andT � 258C.

Fig. 7. The expansion coefficient,a, versus the PEG-concentration,cPEG,
wherePw;PEG is 182,csalt� 0:5 M, xmethanol� 0 kg/m3 andT � 258C.

Fig. 8. The PEG-concentration inside a DNA-domain versus the total PEG-
concentration withPw;PEG� 182, csalt� 0:5 M, xmethanol� 0 kg=m3 and
T � 258C.

Fig. 9. The critical PEG-concentration,cPEG;critical, versus the PEG molar
mass wherecsalt is 0.5 M,xmethanol� 0 kg/m3 andT� 258C. Additionally, it
holdsMu � 1 kg=m3, a � 19.22,b � 9493 andc � 0.556.



namely expanded DNA-domains witha . 1 and contracted
DNA-globules witha , 1.

The questions are now: (1) What are the influences of the
system parametersnPEG, csalt, andPw;PEG on DNA-conden-
sation and (2) how do the theoretical predictions agree with
the experimental results? We can only address the second
question in this paper.

We start our discussion with the dependence ofa oncPEG.
A typical plot is shown in Fig. 7. For PEG-concentrations
smaller than 57.5 kg/m3 the regime of good DNA-PEG
compatibility is realised. The values ofa are of the order
of 1.9 and do not depend on the absolute value ofcPEG. In
the narrow range of 55.0 kg/m3 , cPEG , 60 kg/m3 we
observe both DNA-conformations side by side. This is the
coexistence zone. Unfortunately, theory says nothing about
the prozentual ratio of both states. Therefore, we define the
middle point of this region, i.e., the concentration
cPEG;c � 57:5 kg/m3 as the critical PEG-concentration.
There, probably 50% of the DNA-molecules are in the
coil-state and the other 50% in the contracted state.

Instructive is also a plot of the PEG-concentration,cin
PEG,

inside the DNA domains versus the total PEG-concentration
cPEG. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 8. As long as the DNA and
PEG-molecules are compatible,cin

PEG increases linearly with
cPEG where cin

PEG is nearly as large ascPEG. Then, in the
coexistence zonecin

PEG drops sharply down to a value of
nearly zero. That is, the DNA-domains contract. There
remain some PEG-molecules inside a DNA-domain, but
their number is about two orders of magnitude smaller
than in the expanded state.

Fig. 9 illustrates the influence of the PEG molar mass,
Mw;PEG, on cPEG;c. We see, the lower the molar mass the
higher is the PEG-concentration at which the DNA
contracts. SincecPEG;c behaves asM20:556

w;PEG it is very difficult
if not impossible to detectcPEG;c for PEG samples, having
molar masses smaller than 900·1023 kg/mol. Theoretically,
cPEG;c cannot be larger than the density of pure PEG. Thus,
the smallest possibleMw;PEG-value at which condensation
can take place is 40.5·1023 kg/mol. This value is nearly as
large as 44.05·1023 kg/mol being the PEG repeat unit molar
mass. That is, theoretically also ethylene glycol should
induce the transition, but at a very high concentration. The
upper limit forMw;PEG is achieved whencPEG;c converges to
zero. According to Fig. 9 this situation is given at
Mw;PEG <70 kg/mol. However, the value of this upper
molar mass,Mupper

w;PEG, depends on the actual value ofa.
Whena converges to zeroMupper

w;PEG converges to infinite. It
is therefore not surprising that experiments [39] exist where
DNA-condensation is observed with PEG-molecules having
molar masses larger than 100 kg/mol.

The most interesting quantity that influencescPEG;c may
be the solvent quality, i.e. the solvent composition. Here, we
use a mixture of water and methanol where we have varied
the methanol content,xmethanol, between 0 and 240 kg/m3.
This corresponds to mass fractions,wmethanol, between 0 and
25.2%. The calculation is somewhat more complicated than
for pure water because methanol alters a number of para-
meters. They are among others the Flory–Huggins interac-
tion parameters, the molar volume, the dielectric constant of
the solvent, the DNA persistence-length, and the cell
volume of the solution. A measure for the change of the
cell volume is the ratio of the DNA radius of gyration in
pure water to the corresponding radius in the methanol–
water mixture. To this approximation it holds

Vcell�xmethanol�

� Vcell�xmethanol� 0� , S2 .1=2
z;DNA t�xmethanol� 0�

, S2 .1=2
z;DNA �xmethanol�

 !3

�46�
Additionally, water and methanol interact with each

other. They build cluster molecules so that in the statistical
average the mass of a solvent–monomer unit increases
while simultaneously the number of solvent particles per
unit decreases. This coordination effect alters the degree
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Fig. 10. The critical PEG-concentration,cPEG;c, versusMw;PEG at various
methanol fractions,xmethanol, wherecsalt is 0.5 M andT� 258C. The upper
curve correspondents withxmethanol� 0 kg/m3 and the lowest curve with
xmethanol� 240 kg/m3.

Fig. 11. The critical PEG-concentration versuscsalt for Mw;PEG� 6 kg/mol,
xmethanol� 0 kg/m3 and T � 258C. The parameters of the fit formula are
k1 � 32:13 kg=m3 andk2 � 12260 kg mol=m6.



of polymerisation,Ps, of the solvent. For simplicity we
assume that

Ps � 1 1 xmethanol�Mmethanol=Mwater� �47�
whereMmethanolandMwater are the molar masses of methanol
and water, respectively. Further effects, such as the interac-
tions between solvent and the small salt ions, are neglected.

Fig. 10 presents some results. We see a plot ofcPEG;c

versusMw;PEGwhere each curve describes a different metha-
nol concentration. In comparison toMw;PEG the influence of
xmethanol on cPEG;c is rather small. This may be somewhat
surprising, but it is in line with the results of measurements.

To describe the dependence ofcPEG;c on xmethanolas well
as on Mw;PEG, a multiple regression fit is possible. For
instance, forcs � 0:5 M we have

cPEG;c � k1�xmethanol�1 k2�xmethanol� 1023 kg=mol
Mw;PEG

 !k3

�48�

with k1�xmethanol� � 219:2 1 0:00711xmethanol, k2�xmethanol�
� 95002 6:08xmethanol, k3 � 0:556, Mw;PEG [ �0:9;
20 kg=mol�, andxmethanol[ �0;2 40 kg=m3�.

Finally, we come to the influence of the low molar salt.
We can expect thatcsaltalters not onlycPEG;c, but alsoa. The
higher the salt concentration the stronger the DNA charges
are electrostatically screened from each other so thata
should decrease.

Fig. 11 shows a plot ofcPEG;c versuscsalt. We see,cPEG;c

decreases continually ascsalt decreases. That is, DNA
compacting is generated at sufficiently high values of
Mw;DNA and low salt concentration. The transition point
shifts to lower values ofcPEG;c the highercsalt becomes.
The curvature is asymptotic and converges to the limit
cPEG;c � 32 kg/m3. This is understandable because at high
enough salt concentration the DNA charges are nearly
completely neutralised so thatcsalt has no influence any
more. The same effect can be observed for the DNA-persis-
tence length [40]. Above the limitcsalt� 1M, lp no longer
depends oncsalt.

The correlation between the expansion coefficient,a, and
csalt. is also quite interesting. For the expanded coil state (see
Fig. 12)a increases ascs increases while for the collapsed
statea decreases or is nearly salt independent. The intersec-
tion point of both curves determines the limiting salt
concentration below which no DNA condensation takes
place. The electrostatic repulsion forces are then so strong
that a DNA contradiction becomes impossible. A similar
statement was given by Grosberg [25]. He points out that
a minimal salt concentration is necessary to induce DNA
condensation where we see that this concentration decreases
with increasing methanol content.

According to Fig. 12a rises ascsalt increases. This result
is opposite to what will be observed when the DNA is
dissolved in a solution free of PEG. Thus, it seems that a
DNA-molecule may first expand before it collapses. Such an
effect is not unusual. It is also observed for neutral polymers
in mixed solvents [41].

We finish this section with some statements about the
coexistence zone. According to the present model neither
the methanol concentration nor the salt concentration have
an influence on the width of the coexistence zone. Our
experimental investigations do suggest this prediction, but
other authors [29] propose that there is a slight increase in
the width with increasing salt concentration. The quantity
that alters the extension of the coexistence zone is the PEG
molar mass. Its width increases asMw;PEG increases.
However, the width of the coexistence zone is in all cases
rather small. It exceeds never 3 kg/m3. Therefore, we can
state the process of DNA-condensation is a sharp transition,
probably of first order.

4. Conclusions

The compacting of a single DNA-molecule dissolved in
an aqueous–methanolic salt solution of PEG-molecules was
investigated theoretically. A statistical thermodynamic
model calculation is presented that directly yields the criti-
cal PEG-concentration,cPEG;c, for the point at which the
coil–globule transition takes place. The most important
predictions are: (1) the critical PEG-concentrationcPEG;c,
which is a function of the system parameters, such as the
PEG degree of polymerisation,Pw;PEG, the methanol
content,xmethanol, and the concentration,csalt, of the added
salt increases asPw;PEG decreases, it decreases asxmethanol

increases, andcPEG;c is the more smaller the highercsalt is. (2)
There exists a coexistence region where DNA-coils coexist
side by side with collapsed DNA-globules. The width of this
coexistence zone is very small and more or less independent
on the system parameters. Thus, the transition is discrete and
not gradual. (3) The average size of a condensed DNA is both
independent on the solvent conditions as well as on the
degree of PEG polymerisation. The latter influences only
the position ofcPEG;c. The expansion coefficient,a, is of
the order of 0.4 for the contracted state and of the order of
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Fig. 12. The expansion coefficient,a, versus the salt concentration,csalt, for
both the coiled and the collapsed state. The system parameters are:
xmethanol� 0 kg/m3, Mw;PEG� 6 kg/mol andT � 258C.



1.8 for the expanded coil. It decreases both as the salt concen-
tration increases as well as the methanol content increases.
These results are in line with experimental observations [42].
However, some critical comments are necessary.

The model calculations presented here are not of purely
theoretical nature. They contain some empirical elements.
For instance, we have used empirical relations to describe
the influence of the methanol content onh

� �
DNA and h

� �
PEG

in Eq. (20).
Another problem is the relatively large number of para-

meters that have to be known a priori. We mention only the
DNA-persistence length,lp, the Flory–Huggins parameters,
xij , or the DNA-eigenvolume per repeat unit. For some of
these quantities such aslp one can find true literature data,
but these data are affected by errors of measurement and
they depend on the method used for their determination.
Other parameters, such as the Flory–Huggins parameters
xij , depend on the solvent quality and thus they are coupled
with each other. Therefore, assumptions are necessary
which oversimplify the real situation. For instance, it is
unrealistic to assume that the PEG–DNA segment–segment
interactions are equal for the expanded coil and the
collapsed state. It is more likely thatxPD depends on both
cPEG;c as well as onPw;PEG.

A principal problem is also the right choice for the cell-
volume. We can use the volume of a naked, unsolvated
DNA repeat unit, but we can also use a solvated DNA
unit or something else. Since the DNA persistence length
alters with the solvent composition it is also unclear how
large such a repeat unit is.Vcell may be different for the coil
and the collapsed state. Here, we have chosenVcell so that
the agreement between theory and experiment is the best
possible, but this is scientifically inexact.

There is a further oversimplification. We have divided all
quantities into two groups. One kind of quantities describe
the inner DNA domains and the other refer to the outer
domain. The only exception is the solvent. It is assumed
that the solvent composition, i.e. the molar ratio of methanol
to water is the same for both the inner domains as well as for
the outer domain. This seems unrealistic. The system is not
a four but a five component system (DNA, PEG, salt, water
and methanol). It is likely that the methanol content in the
inner domains is different from that of the outer domain. At
the equilibrium state it would holdmin

methanol� mout
methanol, but

it is very difficult if not impossible to formulate an expres-
sion formmethanol that is free of unknown parameters.

Additionally, there are several other effects that are
neglected. For instance, there is no energy term that takes
into account the electric interactions between the charged
species. We have also neglected influences such as selective
solvent adsorption, DNA surface tension, or DNA-molar mass.

In summary, the model calculations presented yield
realistic predictions. The results correspondents with those
observed experimentally, but to our taste the model contains
to many parameters. The reason is the system, it is simply to
complex.
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